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Abstract
This paper contributes to solve effectively stochastic resource
allocation problems known to be NP-Complete. To address
this complex resource management problem, the merging
of two approaches is made: The Q-decomposition model,
which coordinates reward separated agents through an arbitrator, and the Labeled Real-Time Dynamic Programming
(LRTDP) approaches are adapted in an effective way. The Qdecomposition permits to reduce the set of states to consider,
while LRTDP concentrates the planning on significant states
only. As demonstrated by the experiments, combining these
two distinct approaches permits to further reduce the planning
time to obtain the optimal solution of a resource allocation
problem.
1. I NTRODUCTION
This paper aims to contribute to solve complex stochastic
resource allocation problems. In general, resource allocation
problems are known to be NP-Complete [10]. In such problems, a scheduling process suggests the action (i.e. resources to
allocate) to undertake to accomplish certain tasks, according
to the perfectly observable state of the environment. When
executing an action to realize a set of tasks, the stochastic
nature of the problem induces probabilities on the next visited
state. The number of states is the combination of all possible
specific states of each task and available resources. In this case,
the number of possible actions in a state is the combination of
each individual possible resource assignment to the tasks. The
very high number of states and actions in this type of problem
makes it very complex.
A common way of addressing this problem of large MDPs is
based on problem decomposition. For instance, Markov task
decomposition [8], and Q-decomposition [7] are all decomposition techniques, where the original MDP is decomposed
in sub-MDPs such that the search is focussed on a particular
region at a time. A heuristic to combine the sub-MDPs is
generally used to improve the value of the resulting policy,
or solution. When decomposing the state space, the policy is
a (perhaps sub-optimal) solution to the original global MDP.
Another interesting approach is that of heuristic search
where many algorithms have been developed recently. The
idea of heuristic search is to start from the initial state, and

given an admissible heuristic for the value of unvisited states,
a huge part of the state space may be omitted from the
search. For instance RTDP [2], LRTDP [5], HDP [6], and LAO⋆
[1] are all state of the art heuristic search approaches used
in a stochastic environment. Because of its anytime flavor,
an interesting approach is Real-Time Dynamic Programming
(RTDP) introduced by Barto et al. [2] which updates states
in trajectories from an initial state s0 to a goal state sg in a
very efficient manner. Then, Bonet and Geffner [5] proposed
a labelling procedure to accelerate the convergence of RTDP
in their L(Labeled)RTDP algorithm.
In this paper, a merging of the Q-decomposition adapted
from Russell and Zimdars [7] with the LRTDP approach is presented. The original Q-decomposition reinforcement learning
coordination process determines the Q-values which maximize
the sum of all combinations of possible agent Q-value for each
visited state. An important assumption of this method is that
each agent should have its own separate reward function. As
a consequence, for a resource allocation problem, there would
be an agent for each task to achieve.
In our Q-decomposition LRTDP approach (Q DEC - LRTDP),
a planning agent manages each task and all agents have to
share the limited resources. The planning process starts with
the initial state s0 . In s0 , each agent computes their respective
Q-values. Then, the planning agents are coordinated through
an arbitrator to find the highest global Q-value by adding the
respective possible Q-values. The action which determines the
maximal Q-value is executed in the environment to determine
the next state, and so on until a goal state is reached. These
trajectories are updated until all reachable states under the
current policy are solved. Notice that our Q DEC - LRTDP is
guaranteed to converge to an optimal policy. Since the number
of possible state transitions to consider when computing the
optimal policy is greatly reduced compared to LRTDP, Q DEC LRTDP appears to be the first optimal decomposed heuristic
search algorithm in a stochastic environments. Indeed, although our work focusses on resource bounded agents, Q DEC LRTDP may apply to a wide range of stochastic environments.
The only condition for the use of Q DEC - LRTDP is that each
agent should have its own separate reward function. Q DEC LRTDP is explained in more detail in Section 2-D. For now,
the problem which motivated this paper is now described and
modelled.

A. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) in the Context of
Resource Allocation

…
Fig. 1: State transition graph.

2. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Our problem of interest is military naval operations which
are known to be very complex. In this context, a ship’s
Commanding Officer needs to set his resources to maximum
efficiency in real-time where he is in face to multi-threats
situations. An efficient resource allocation can increase the
chance of survival of the ship. In the case of Above-Water
Warfare (AWW), the list of main operations are as follows :
•
•
•

Threat detection: Based on data from several sensors.
Resource allocation: Resources are assigned to engage
each threat.
Engagement control: The process by which decisions in
the two preceding steps are executed in real-time.

Here, the focuss is on the Resource allocation and engagement control processes. To this end, the threat detection is
considered as a black box. Not working on threat detection
reduces the large volume of data that needs to be processed,
which helps reducing the system’s complexity to focuss on the
resource allocation and execution parts.
Specifically, the resources may be constrained by the number that may be used at a time (local constraint), and in
total (global constraint). Indeed, our model may consider consumable and non-consumable resource types. A consumable
resource type is one where the amount of available resource
is decreased when it is used. On the other hand, a nonconsumable resource type is one where the amount of available
resource is unchanged when it is used. Furthermore, the higher
is the number of resources allocated to realize a task, the
higher is the expectation of realizing the task. For this reason,
when the specific states of the tasks change, or when the
number of available resources changes, the value of this state
may change.
A state s includes the joint states of the threats (tasks) to
counter, and the available resources. Figure 1 describes the
state transition process. The system is in a state s with a set
of task T a to realize, and a set of resource Res available. A
possible action in this state may be to allocate one missile
interceptor to threat ta1 , and the gun to task ta2 . The system
changes stochastically of state, as the state of the tasks may
change. For example, a threat may be destroyed or not with
a certain probability, after having allocated theses resources.
In this example, the state of the task may change in n new
possible combinations. For all these n possible state transitions
after s, the consumable resources available are Resc \ res(a),
where res(a) are the consumable resources used by action a.

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework is used
to model our stochastic resource allocation problem. MDPs
have been widely adopted by researchers today to model a
stochastic process. This is due to the fact that MDPs provide
a well-studied and simple, yet very expressive model of the
world.
An MDP in the context of a resource allocation
problem with limited resources is defined as a tuple
hRes, T a, S, A, P, W, R, i, where:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Res = hres1 , ..., res|Res| i is a finite set of resource types
available for a planning process. Each resource type may
have a local resource constraint Lres on the number that
may be used in a single step, and a global resource
constraint Gres on the number that may be used in
total. The global constraint only applies for consumable
resource types (Resc ) and the local constraints always
apply to consumable and non-consumable resource types.
T a is a finite set of tasks with ta ∈ T a to be accomplished.
S is a finite set of states with s ∈ S. A state s is
a tuple hT a, hres1 , ..., res|Resc | ii, which represents the
particular state sta , which is the characteristic of each
unaccomplished task ta ∈ T a in the environment, and
the available consumable resources. Also, S contains a
non empty set sg ⊆ S of goal states. A goal state is a
sink state where an agent stays there forever.
A is a finite set of actions (or assignments). The actions
a ∈ A(s) applicable in a state are the combination of
all resource assignments that may be executed, according
to the state s. In particular, a is simply an allocation of
resources to the current tasks, and ata is the resource
allocation to task ta. The possible actions are limited by
Lres and Gres .
Transition probabilities Pa (s′ |s) for s ∈ S and a ∈ A(s).
W = [wta ] is the relative weight
P (criticality) of each task.
rsta ← ℜsta × wta . The
State rewards R = [rs ] :
ta∈T a

•

relative reward of the state of a task rsta is the product
of a real number ℜsta by the weight factor wta . For our
problem, a reward of 1 is given when the state of a task
(sta ) is in an achieved state, and 0 in all other cases.
A discount factor γ, which is a real number between 0
and 1. The discount factor describes the preference of an
agent for current rewards over future rewards.

A solution of an MDP is a policy π mapping states s
into actions a ∈ A(s). In particular, πta (s) is the action
(i.e. resources to allocate) that should be executed on task
ta, considering the global state s. In this case, an optimal
policy is one that maximizes the expected total reward for
accomplishing all tasks. The optimal value of a state V (s) is
given by:
X
Pa (s′ |s)V (s′ )
(1)
V ⋆ (s) = R(s) + max γ
a∈A(s)

s′ ∈S

where the remaining consumable resources in state s′ are
Resc \res(a), where res(a) are the consumable resources used
by action a. Indeed, since an action a is a resource assignment,
Resc \ res(a) is the new set of available resources after the
execution of action a. Furthermore, one may compute the QValues Q(a, s) of each state action pair using the following
equation:
X
Pa (s′ |s) ′max ′ Q(a′ , s′ ) (2)
Q(a, s) = R(s) + γ
s′ ∈S

a ∈A(s )

where the optimal value of a state is V ⋆ (s) = max Q(a, s).
a∈A(s)

The policy is subjected to the local resource constraints
{π(s)} ≤ Lres ∀ s ∈ S , and ∀ res ∈ Res. The global
constraint for consumable resources is defined according to
all system trajectories tra ∈ T RA. A system trajectory tra
is a possible sequence of state-action pairs, until a goal state
is reached under the optimal policy π. For example, state s is
entered, which may transit to s′ or to s′′ , according to action
a. The two possible system trajectories are h(s, a), (s′ )i and
h(s, a), (s′′ )i. The global resource constraint is res(tra) ≤
Gres ∀ tra ∈ T RA ,and ∀ res ∈ Resc where res(tra) is a
function mapping the resources used by trajectory tra. Since
the available consumable resources are represented in the state
space, this condition is verified by itself. In other words, the
model is Markovian. Furthermore, the time is not considered in
the model description, but it may also include a time horizon
by using a finite horizon MDP. Since resource allocation in
a stochastic environment is NP-Complete, heuristics should
be employed. Q-decomposition which decomposes a planning
problem to many agents to reduce the computational complexity associated to the state and/or action spaces is now
introduced.
B. Q-decomposition for Resource Allocation
Russell and Zimdars [7] proposed Q-decomposition in the
context of reinforcement learning. The primary assumption
underlying Q-decomposition is that the overall reward function
R can be additively decomposed into separate rewards Ri
for each distinct agent i ∈
P Ag, where |Ag| is the number
of agents. That is, R =
i∈Ag Ri . It requires each agent
to compute a value, from its perspective, for every action.
To coordinate with each other, each agent i reports its action
values Qi (ai , si ) for each state si ∈ Si to an arbitrator at
each learning iteration. The arbitrator then chooses an action
maximizing the sum of the agent Q-values for each global
state s ∈ S. The next time state s is updated, an agent i
considers the value as its respective contribution, or Q-value,
to the global maximal Q-value. That is, Qi (aP
i , si ) is the value
of a state such that it maximizes maxa∈A(s) i∈Ag Qi (ai , si ).
The fact that the agents use a determined Q-value as the value
of a state is an extension of the Sarsa on-policy algorithm [9]
to Q-decomposition. Russell and Zimdars called this approach
local Sarsa. In this way, an ideal compromise can be found
for the agents to reach a global optimum. Indeed, rather than
allowing each agent to choose the successor action, each agent

i uses the action a′i executed by the arbitrator in the successor
state s′i :
X
Pai (s′i |si )Qi (a′i , s′i )
Qi (ai , si ) = Ri (si ) + γ
(3)
′
si ∈Si

where the remaining consumable resources in state s′i are
Resc \ res(a). Russell and Zimdars [7] demonstrated that
local Sarsa converges to the optimum. Also, in some cases,
this form of agent decomposition allows the local Q-functions
to be expressed by a much reduced state and action space. It is
now determined whether Q-decomposition allows reducing the
state and/or action space for the resource allocation problem
described in Section 2.
In the context of allocating resources to tasks, the rewards
are obtained when each particular task is achieved. Thus, to use
Q-decomposition, an agent would have available the shared
limited resources to realize each specific task. In other words,
an agent would manage each task. There are two conditions
which permit an efficient task decomposition as enumerated
by Meuleau et al. [8]. First, the problem has to be composed
of multiple tasks whose utilities are independent. Second, the
actions taken (or resources allocated) with respect to a task
cannot influence the status of any other task. If these two
conditions are met, each task may therefore be viewed as
an MDP. In this case, the state space may be decomposed
in the state transition. Indeed, since each task has its own
independent reward function, the tasks have no reason to be
considered as a whole in a possible state transition for a Bellman update. Many applications respect these conditions. For
example, job shop scheduling, sensor management, transport
routing, weapon allocation, and so on are applications which
fill these two criteria.
It has been determined that the state space may be decomposed for each task, but the action space has to be taken as a
whole. Indeed, if the action space is decomposed, the possible
state transition s′i from state s used in a Bellman backup
would consider Resc \ res(ai ) as the consumable resources
remaining for agent i. It is likely that more than res(ai )
resource is going to be used in state s. Indeed, the other
agents are very likely to allocate resources to their current
tasks in state s. This calculation of resource remaining would
overestimate the value of state s. For this reason, the action
space may not be decomposed for a constrained resource
allocation problem if an optimal solution is desired. Heuristic
search may also reduce the complexity of a stochastic resource
allocation problem by focussing on relevant states. To this
end, the Labeled Real-Time Dynamic Programming ( LRTDP)
heuristic search algorithm is now introduced.
C. LRTDP
Bonet and Geffner [5] proposed LRTDP as an improvement
to RTDP [2]. LRTDP is a simple dynamic programming algorithm that involves a sequence of trial runs, each starting in
the initial state s0 and ending in a goal or a solved state. Each
LRTDP trial is the result of simulating the policy π, while
updating the values V (s) using a Bellman backup (Equation

1) over the states s that are visited. h(s′ ) is a heuristic which
defines an initial value for state s′ . This heuristic has to
be admissible — The value given by the heuristic has to
overestimate (or underestimate) the optimal value when the
objective function is maximized (or minimized). For example,
an admissible heuristic for a stochastic shortest path problem
is the solution of a deterministic shortest path problem. Indeed,
since the problem is stochastic, the optimal value is lower than
for the deterministic version.
It has been proven that LRTDP, given an admissible initial heuristic on the value of states cannot be trapped in
loops, and eventually yields optimal values. The convergence
is accomplished by means of a labelling procedure called
CHECK S OLVED (s, ǫ). This procedure tries to label as solved
each traversed state in the current trajectory. When the initial
state is labelled as solved, the algorithm has converged. The
next section describes how to merge Q-decomposition and
LRTDP to further reduce the planning time of a constrained
resource allocation problem while guaranteeing optimality.
D. A Q-decomposition LRTDP Approach to Resource Allocation
We now show how to merge efficiently Q-decomposition
and LRTDP to produce an optimal decomposition heuristic
search algorithm. The method is presented in Algorithm 1,
2 and 3. The modifications from the original LRTDP algorithm
are as follows. The value of a state s in Line 8 of the
Q DEC - LRTDP function is updated according to Algorithm
2. In Line 6 of the Q DEC - LRTDP - BACKUP function, each
agent managing a task computes its respective Q-value. Here,
Q⋆i (a′ , s′ ) determines the optimal Q-value of agent i in state
s′ . An agent i uses as the value of a possible state transition
s′ the Q-value for this agent which determines the maximal
global Q-value for state s′ as in the original Q-decomposition
approach. In brief, for each visited states s ∈ S, each agent
computes its respective Q-values with respect to the global
state s. So the state space for an agent is the same as the
state space for LRTDP. The gain
to use QP in complexity
decomposition resides in the
Pai (s′i |s, a) part of the
s′i ∈Si

equation. An agent considers as a possible state transition only
the possible states of the task it manages. Since the number
of states is exponential with the number of tasks, using Qdecomposition should reduce the planning time significantly.
Also, the state transition Pai for an agent considers the global
action a because it is possible that the action executed on
another task ta′ influence the status of task ta managed by
agent i. Thus, the condition of task decomposition cited by
Meuleau et al. [8], which says that the actions taken (or
resources allocated) with respect to a task cannot influence
the status of any other task is respected since the action space
is taken as a whole in Q DEC - LRTDP. The global Q-value is
the sum of the Q-values produced by each agent managing
each task as shown in Line 7. Lines 9 to 11 simply allocate
the current value and policy with respect to the highest global
Q-value, as for LRTDP. In Line 13, the optimal Q-value of

each agent is updated to the specific Q-value of each agent
for action a.
Afterwards, when the execution is back to the Q DEC - LRTDP
function, to update both the task and resource parts of state
s in Line 9 and 10. First of all, the new available set of
resources is Resc \ {π(s)}. Indeed, even if an agent i plans
only for its task with the part ai of the global action a, it has
to consider the resources used by the other agents. The less the
number of resources is available, the less the value of a state is
expected to be, so the global resource consumption has to be
taken into account. Then, the new set of tasks to accomplish
is produced in Line 10. In brief, the PICK N EXT S TATE(Resc )
function randomly picks a none-solved state, containing a new
set of tasks to realize, by executing the current policy.
Algorithm 1 The Q-decomposition
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

LRTDP

algorithm.

Function Q DEC - LRTDP(S)
returns a value function V
repeat
s ← s0
visited ← null
repeat
visited.PUSH(s)
Q DEC - LRTDP - BACKUP(s)
Resc ← Resc \ {π(s)}
s ← s.PICK N EXT S TATE(Resc )
until s is a goal
while visited 6= null do
s ← visited.POP()
if ¬ QD EC C HECK S OLVED(s, ǫ) then
break
end if
end while
until s0 is solved
return V

The QD EC C HECK S OLVED function (algorithm 3) is called
in Line 14 of the Q DEC - LRTDP function. This algorithm is
very similar to the original C HECK S OLVED in LRTDP. The
only difference is in Line 30. The original C HECK S OLVED
function used to perform a standard Bellman Backup; on
the other hand, the QD EC C HECK S OLVED function calls the
Q DEC - LRTDP - BACKUP function.
Beside these changes from the original LRTDP, Q DEC LRTDP has the same stopping criteria as LRTDP . As a matter
of fact, it has the same expectation of producing the same
behavior as LRTDP. Here, the term expectation is used because
the behavior of LRTDP is probabilistic since the next state to
compute is produced using a probability distribution.
The behavior of Q DEC - LRTDP is now discussed and we
start it by proving the optimality of Q DEC - LRTDP.This proof
requires two steps. First of all, the fact that the value of a
state in a given trajectory for Q DEC - LRTDP is updated in the
same manner as with the original LRTDP is shown. Then, the
convergence of Q DEC - LRTDP is proved.

Algorithm 2 The Q DEC - LRTDP Bellman Backup.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Algorithm 3 The QD EC C HECK S OLVED algorithm for Q DEC LRTDP .

Function Q DEC - LRTDP - BACKUP(s)
V (s) ← 0
for all a ∈ A(s) do
Q(a, s) ← 0
for all i ∈ Ag do
P
Pai (s′i |s, a)Q⋆i (a′ , s′ )
Qi (a, s) ← Ri (s) + γ

1:
2:
3:
4:

s′i ∈Si
hi (s′ )

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

{where Q⋆i (a′ , s′ ) =
when s′ is not yet visited,
′
and s has Resc \ res(a) remaining consumable
resources}
Q(a, s) ← Q(a, s) + Qi (a, s)
end for
if Q(a, s) > V (s) then
V (s) ← Q(a, s)
π(s) ← a
for all i ∈ Ag do
Q⋆i (a, s) ← Qi (a, s)
end for
end if
end for

Lemma 2.1: A state in a trajectory for Q DEC - LRTDP
is updated in the same manner as for LRTDP.
Proof: The following equation is used in Q DEC - LRTDP to
compute the value of a state:
X
X
V (s) =
Ri (s) + max γ
Pai (s′i |s, a)Q⋆i (a′ , s′ )
a∈A(s)

i∈Ag

s′i ∈Si′

(4)
Since the reward can be additively decomposed for each task,
Equation 4 may be rewritten as:
X X
Pai (s′i |s, a)Q⋆i (a′ , s′ )
V (s) = R(s) + max
γ
a∈A(s)

i∈Ag

s′i ∈Si′

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

Function QD EC C HECK S OLVED(s, ǫ)
returns a boolean rv
rv ← true
open ←EMPTY S TACK
closed ←EMPTY S TACK
if ¬s.SOLVED then
open.PUSH(s)
end if
while open 6= EMPTY S TACK do
s ← open.POP()
closed.PUSH(s)
{check residual}
if δ(s) > ǫ then
rv ← f alse
continue
end if
for all s′ such that Pπ(s) (s′ |s) > 0 do
if ¬s.SOLVED ∧ ¬ IN(s′ , open ∪ closed) then
open.PUSH(s)
end if
end for
end while
if rv = true then
{label relevant states}
for all s′ ∈ closed do
s′ .SOLVED = true
end for
else
while closed 6= EMPTY S TACK do
s ← closed.POP()
Q DEC - LRTDP - BACKUP(s)
end while
end if
return rv

(5)

P

Since Q(a, s) = i∈Ag Qi (a, s) when the transition probability of each task considers the actions performed on other
tasks, Equation 5 may be rewritten as:
X
V (s) = R(s) + max γ
Pa (s′ |s)Q(a′ , s′ )
(6)
a∈A(s)

s′ ∈S ′

where Q(a′ , s′ ) is the maximal Q-value for state s′ . Indeed,
since the arbitrator determines the maximal Q-value for a
state, Q(a′ , s′ ) = V (s′ ). Since Equation 6 is the same as a
Bellman backup, and Q(a′ , s′ ) is the same as V (s), a state in
a trajectory for Q DEC - LRTDP is updated in the same manner
as for LRTDP. ¥
Lemma 2.2: The Q DEC - LRTDP algorithm converges.
Proof: It has been proven that the value of a state is updated
similarly as in the centralized LRTDP algorithm. Also, the
newly visited state s′ from the current state s is produced
using the global action a, as for LRTDP. Since the states have

the same value and the state transition has the same behavior
as LRTDP, the convergence properties of Q DEC - LRTDP are the
same as the one of LRTDP. ¥
Theorem 1: The Q DEC - LRTDP algorithm is optimal.
Proof: With lemma 2.1 and 2.2 being true, the result follows.
Indeed, the initial s which is updated optimally, is guaranteed
to converge in the same manner as LRTDP. ¥
E. Complexity of Q-Decomposition
We first compare the complexity of the Q-decomposition
part of MR Q DEC - RTDP. A Bellman backup iteration LRTDP
has a complexity of O(|A|×|ST a |), where |ST a | is the number
of joint states for the tasks excluding the resources, and |A| is
the number of joint actions. In the MR Q DEC - RTDP approach, a
backup has a complexity of O(|T a|×|A|×|Sta |), where |Sta |
is the number of states for each task, excluding the resources.

Since |ST a | is combinatorial with the number of tasks, so
|Sta | ≪ |S|. Furthermore, the communication cost between
the agents and the arbitrator is null since this approach does not
consider a geographically separated problem. Q DEC - LRTDP
and LRTDP are compared and discussed in the next section.
3. D ISCUSSION AND E XPERIMENTS
The domain of the experiments is a naval platform which
must counter incoming missiles (i.e. tasks) by using its resources (i.e. weapons, movements), as described in Section
2. The different resources have their efficiency modified
when used in conjunction on a same task, thus producing
positive and negative interactions between resources. For the
experiments, 100 randomly resource allocation problems were
generated for all combinations of numbers of tasks and resource types, where one agent manages each task. There are
two types of states; firstly, states where actions modify the
transition probabilities; and then, there are goal states. The
state transitions are all stochastic because when a missile is in
a given state, it may always transit in many possible states.
For this problem, an admissible heuristic has to be formulated. A simple heuristic has been used where the value of an
unvisited state is assigned as the value of a goal state such that
all tasks are achieved. This way, the value of each unvisited
state is assured of overestimating its real value since the value
of achieving a task ta is the highest the planner may get for ta.
No other heuristic has been implemented since the objective
here is only to compare Q DEC - LRTDP and LRTDP in the same
settings. However, even when using this simple heuristic, a
huge part of the state space is still not visited when computing
the optimal policy.
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Fig. 2: Computational efficiency of LRTDP and Q DEC - LRTDP.

The Q DEC - LRTDP and LRTDP approaches are compared
in Figure 2. In terms of experiments, notice that the LRTDP
approach for resource allocation, which is computed on the
joint action and state spaces of all agents, is much more
complex. For instance, it takes an average of 3487 seconds
to plan for an LRTDP approach with five tasks (see Figure
2). The Q DEC - LRTDP approach solves optimally the same
type of problem in an average of 6.58 seconds. Indeed, the

time reduction is quite significant compared to LRTDP, which
demonstrates the efficiency of Q DEC - LRTDP to decompose the
state space.
4. C ONCLUSION
The experiments have shown that Q DEC - LRTDP provides
a potential solution to solve efficiently stochastic resource
allocation problems. Indeed, the theoretical and experimental
complexities of Q DEC - LRTDP are significantly lower than
for LRTDP. While the discussion in this paper has focussed
on resource allocation problems, Q DEC - LRTDP may be used
in any type of problem where the overall reward function
can be additively decomposed into separate rewards for distinct agents. Indeed, the general principle of the original Qdecomposition approach has to be applicable to justify using
Q DEC - LRTDP.
An interesting research avenue would be to experiment
Q-decomposition with other heuristic search algorithms than
LRTDP . HDP [6], and LAO ⋆ [1] are both efficient heuristic
search algorithms and may be greatly improved if combined
with Q-decomposition.
Other future work of Q DEC - LRTDP would be to reduce the
action space, which is the same as for LRTDP. In particular, the
action space can be reduced using a lower and higher bound
on the value of states [3] [4]. Using these bounds, if an action
has its upper bound lower than the lower bound of a state, it
can be pruned from the action space of Q DEC - LRTDP for this
state.
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